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*Mathematical Finance* will publish articles that investigate the interface between mathematics and finance. Financial theory, financial engineering, and related mathematical and statistical techniques are examples of suitable topics. The mathematics, which need not be at an advanced level, must be interesting and carefully presented in a rigorous manner.

Papers in financial theory may involve stochastic processes, game theory, optimization theory, or similar topics in the mathematical sciences. Papers in financial engineering will be similar but emphasize the development of practical tools and products for the financial industry.

The journal also seeks papers on new statistical methods suited for the analysis of financial problems. Empirical results will be appropriate to the extent that they illustrate a statistical technique, enrich an example, or validate a model. However, papers whose significance rests on empirical results that are derived with standard approaches will not be suitable. Similarly, papers that present simulation results or computation experience with algorithms are encouraged, provided these results are in support of theoretical developments.

While every paper will involve mathematics, each paper must make clear its contribution to finance. The risky paper that is highly innovative and seeks to provide fundamental results will be encouraged. The paper that only uses advanced mathematics in routine ways will be eschewed.

In summary, *Mathematical Finance* will serve as a forum for bringing together financial researchers, financial practitioners, and mathematical scientists.

Submitted papers will be screened by one of the three editors. A paper that is clearly unsuitable will be returned immediately to the author. Otherwise, an associate editor will conduct the primary evaluation. This associate editor may seek the opinions of outside reviewers who usually will be aware of the identity of the author. The associate editor will then prepare a recommendation for the editors. If the recommendation is to revise or reject the paper, then normally this will be the final decision. At least two of the three editors may be in favor of acceptance for publication to occur.
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Begin with an introductory section that briefly summarizes the main results and explains the paper’s significance and contribution to finance. This introduction should be accessible to the knowledgeable reader who perhaps does not thoroughly understand the mathematics used in the paper. Indeed, without sacrificing precision and rigor, authors using considerable mathematics must make a special effort to facilitate the communication of their technical results. For instance, proofs can be accompanied by remarks that help the reader develop intuition about the underlying arguments, and examples can illuminate important concepts.
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